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Comments   

 WAITING ROOM COMMENTS 

No  

TOUCH SCREEN COMMENTS 

Nice 

Excellent service 

Very happy with service 

Great personal service very clear 

Efucient 

N time 

MJOG COMMENTS 

They are organised, professional and a delight to visit. 

I have now received 6 text messages about this one appointment.   ENOUGH.! 

[1/2] As always I appreciate your friendliness and professionalism . 

Very 

Friendly, caring and efficient 

Easy access and obliging and friendly staff 

First class service from gp to receptionists cant fault it. 

Great staff who are capable and enthusiastic. 

As always, I felt listened too and was offered pertinent advice coupled with a quick response from the 

pharmacy. 

Was able to get an appointment quick, doctor was very helpful 

Always there to help very friendly surgery great doctors 

[1/2] Incredible support and care - you never feel like they have any more patients which is an amazing thing 

to achieve - Janet and Barry have been  so lovely 

Friendly and efficient service from the whole Cropredy team! 

Comfortable place, very efficient, great nurses. So much better than Horsefair 

Only problem at moment is delay getting non urgent appt. Other than that kind helpful service. Esp 

reception & Dr. Tucker. 

Prompt action when a problem occurs. 

Very efficient and nice experience. Did I get the Numbers the wrong way round? 

Staff are friendly and helpful.  Also medically they always seek to provide a positive experience and outcome. 

[1/2] The staff are always helpful and friendly nothing is too much. Dr Tucker has been amazing and through 

his sheer persistence made sure i received the very 

[1/2] I was seen for my appointment on time and as always Dr Tucker is brilliant, always made to feel very 

comfortable to discuss anything and I always trust t 

Everyone is so caring and kind the nurse this am was lovely. Dr Tucker also amazing 

Care and attention received 

Great service as always 

Good experience 

Great airy surgery, friendly staff and sympathetic and professional doctors and nurses. 

Good service 

Excellent surgery. Best practice I've ever joined 

Friendly and professional. 

[1/2] Ermmm...well I've been with the surgery for a long time and have always received what - to the best of 

my knowledge - appears to be excellent service, ad 

Excellent Doctor (Barry Tucker) 
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She was very kind 

Not just the friendly staff and professional caring doctors and nurses the best so nice being ill 

I have been registered with Cropredy Surgery since 1983 through various doctors and the service is now the 

best it has ever been 

[2/2]  the surgery is under pressure but they do not let this show . 

Efficient and polite service from all staff 

It's my surgery and I'm very happy to be a patient there. 

This practice is brilliant but unfortunately the waiting time can exceed an expected average wait. I had a 40 

minute wait this time. 

Great customer experience 

Always treated with courtesy and respect which is unusual thesedays 

Nurse was very kind 

Great staff throughout and always well cared for. 

Lovely drs 

Always friendly efficient treatment 

Painless blood sample taken. Very pleasant, caring phlebotomist. 

Always helpful, and pleasant never have to fight to see nurse or doctor we have no complaint 

A very good surgery, from Reception, nurses, chemist to Doctors All very good 

Excellent doctor care and good care from all other staff 

[2/2]  a sickness certificate due to stress and anxiety. I am sure there were reasons out of the practice 

control but this has increased my anxieties 

Excellent care and communication. Friendly staff. 

because i like the service i get 

Nursing staff are lovely and totally professional 

You have an extremely friendly practice and I have no problems getting in touch with you. 

Everyone is always very helpful. 

Quick and positive support and care. 

[1/2] A very efficient service with friendly professional staff. Can always get an urgent appointment if 

needed or speak to a doctor. A great surgery. Cannot r 

Excellent service in all areas  of the practice  

If I need a prescription quickly they do not disappoint 

Fast, efficient service by friendly staff 

Dr Gillies was very caring 

Helpful, efficient and friendly 

Easy to make an appointment, all very friendly, efficient & caring. 

[1/2] all of the team at Cropredy surgery take time to get to  know their patients on a personal level I feel 

like they care and the health and welfare of myse 

Dr Tucker is brilliant 

Friendliness 

[1/2] Stephanie was incredibly patient and accommodating! Explaining everything to me and made me feel 

so much better about the whole experience. Really friend 

Always so helpful, efficient , caring  and  cheerful Ã°ÂŸÂ¤Â— 

[2/2] eptionists are marvellous 

Extremely Efficient and friendly 

Good service and lovely team. Thank you 

Dr Hlang is approachable and listens! 

Top class people 
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Prompt and efficient service. 

Because you are all professional and polite. 

Dr tuckeq is the very best gp i've dver had, very thorough and listens. 

Helpful, efficient and friendly. 

Good personable consultation 

Caring personal approach and efficiency 

Very kind and helpfully people and always relax you and talk through what they doing 

[1/2] Because I had an appointment with Janet which answered lots of health questions. So I do not need to 

bother the Doctors in stressful short appointments f 

Efficient and prompt 

Easy to get an appointment and friendly staff. 

Efficient 

I felt my questions were not answered and I left feeling frustrated. 

Friendly surgery 

Everyone is willing to go the extra mile whatever our needs 

Professional, efficient, attentive staff. 

Dr Tucker listens and gives me time. Good professional manner. Appointment on time. 

Always feel relaxed and that I can talk and be listened to. 

Convenient and local to me. 

They are all so helpful kind and friendly 

Been there for 20 years 

Surgery unable to provide flu jab for NHS staff, so wouldn't recommend for that specific intervention, it 

would be a wasted trip for them and surgery staff! 

I feel supported and listened too and nothing is ever a problem, always willing to help. 

 
95.97 % of Patients would be extremely likely/likely to recommend the surgery to family and friends 

 

NB: The very low numbers of patients responding to the FFT means that these results are not statistically 

significant 

Please note that some of the MJOG comments are not complete – this is due to MJOG limitations on 

receiving long/multiple text messages 

Esther Staples 

Administrator 

04/12/2018 
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